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……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Introduction 

Recapping week 8 lessons 

The openings to stories are especially important in interesting the reader and making 

them want to read on. Good openings to stories set a context. They may 

 establish setting  

 create an atmosphere 

 introduce a character 

 set up possibilities for the development of the story. 

Instruction 

In your Exercise Book, copy the Header. Make sure that your handwriting is neat and 

legible. 

 

Practice 1 

Read this opening and think about the effect it is creating. 

“Well, thank heavens that *yokel seemed to know the place,” said Mr Cort to himself. 

“First to the right, second to the left, black gates.” I hope the oaf in Wendover who sent 

me six miles out of my way will freeze to death. It’s not often like this in England – cold 

as the penny in a dead man’s eye. He’d barely reach the place before dusk. He let the 

car out over the rasping frozen roads. “First to the right – must be this – second to the 

left, must be this – and there were the black gates. He got out, swung them open, and 

drove cautiously up a narrow twisting drive, his headlights peering suspiciously round 

the bends. Those hedges wanted clipping, he thought, and this lane would have to be 

remetalled – full of holes. Nasty drive up on a bad night, would cost some money, 

though. 

from Blind Man’s Buff by H. Russel Wakefield 
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*yokel – a simple country fellow 

 

Q1. What details of setting are we given here? 

 what do we know about the place? 

 what do we know about time? When is this story taking place? 

 what is the atmosphere? Which words create that atmosphere? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Q2. What kind of character is introduced? Which details help us put together a view of 

him? 

………………………………………………………………………. 

Q3. Do you think this is a good opening to a story? Explain your answer 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

Q4. Who was Mr Cort talking to? Explain your answer 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

In Lesson 33, you were tasked to identify the context set in an opening of a story. And 

that is the context we set for any opening or beginning to our stories. 

In this lesson we are still looking at the opening of a story but paying attention to details 

such as the setting and character development. 

Writers try to develop characters that are true to life by use of dialogue and how the 

character reacts to the setting. 

We are not told directly who Mr Cort is but we can draw conclusions about the kind of 

person he is from the dialogue and his reaction to the situation surrounding him. 

 


